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Deconstruction.
Philosophical movement associated with JACQUES DERRIDA, which began to flourish in the 1970s. It
rejects the traditional distinction between the literary style of a text and its content, and also that
between non-poetic writing, which offers arguments, and literature, which does not. Derrida
suggested that such distinctions, together with the general activity of paraphrasing a writer’s claims
in order to question their truth, fail to do justice to the rhetorical aspects found in all writing. Like
POST-STRUCTURALISM, also associated with Derrida, deconstruction is concerned mostly with an
analysis of texts but can also be applied to the visual arts. The deconstructionist denies that there is
a single, intrinsic meaning to be found in a text. It is, on the contrary, asserted that texts are both
more open and interlinked than is normally assumed. This approach can be incorporated into art
history and so extended to apply to works of art. Given these premises, it becomes hard to evaluate
Derrida’s own arguments, which are inevitably expressed through texts. It is perhaps therefore best
to think of deconstruction as not so much a doctrine whose rules can be stated but more as an
activity whose aim is to find the conflicts and possibilities in a text or work of art.

Derrida’s own texts move from one subject to another and involve word play, suggesting that any
attempt to explain their content without taking account of their literary style must be inadequate. In
Marges de la philosophie (1972) he discussed the neologism ‘différance’ and its multiple meanings.
When spoken it cannot be distinguished from différence, and its meaning cannot be known until
explained. For Derrida différance refers to delaying and to movements in both time and space. He
used différance to indicate the problems that are always important in interpretation and to raise the
issue of whether it is ever possible to know what such a word means if various meanings are always
in play. In L’Ecriture et la différence (1967) he questioned the common practice of using spatial
metaphors when analysing a text, for example, to make a distinction between the meaning ‘in’ a text
and that ‘outside’ it. Furthermore, to speak of the writer’s ideas when examining a text presupposes
that the meaning of the text is only that which the author intended. Derrida, in contrast, maintained
that the meaning was more open because of the relationships between different texts. For example,
in Glas (1974) he presented parallel-column commentaries on the work of two very different
thinkers, Jean Genet (1910–86) and Hegel, therefore implying that their ideas are somehow related,
though he left the identification of such a relationship to the reader. He was more explicit in Eperons:
Les Styles de Nietzsche (1978) in which he connected the many expressions of misogyny in
Nietzsche’s writings to a seemingly anomalous sentence in his unpublished manuscripts about a
lost umbrella. He then used this connection to question the usual accounts of the German
philosopher’s theory of truth.

Derrida’s most fully developed account of visual art is La Vérité en peinture (1978) in which he
applied the same techniques to painting as he had to written texts. The book includes a study of an
argument between the art historian Meyer Schapiro (b 1904) and the philosopher Martin Heidegger
about an interpretation of van Gogh’s painting Old Shoes with Laces (Amsterdam, Van Gogh Mus.).
Derrida argued that we can never be sure whose shoes are depicted in the work (a problem familiar
to iconographers). He linked the shoes to psychoanalytic accounts of fetishism, Heidegger’s
aesthetic theory and politics, other paintings showing shoes, and the ear that van Gogh cut off. Such
a potentially open-ended commentary therefore makes it hard to ascribe a fixed meaning to the
painting.
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(see POST-MODERNISM). Such architects as BERNARD TSCHUMI and PETER EISENMAN have adopted a
deconstructionist approach to design. Rather than aiming for a unified form in their buildings, these
architects used elements from other traditions, such as modernism, and incorporated them into
constructions that altered their usual function or meaning. They attempted a deconstruction of the
components of architecture that was analogous to Derrida’s approach to texts. They thus treated
actual buildings as if they were texts. For the deconstructive architect, Glas provides a model for
thinking about the places inhabited in everyday life. Just as Derrida played with words, so such
architects played with three-dimensional structures. However, what would seem, judged by
traditional standards of harmony, to be merely a kind of architectural eclecticism, could be identified,
rather, as a novel, post-modern spatial order.
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